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Abstract

This paper investigates power conserving indexing techniques for data disseminated on a broadcast channel.
A hybrid indexing method combining strengths of the
signature and the index tree techniques is presented.
Different from previous studies, our research takes into
consideration two important data organization factors,
namely, clustering and scheduling. Cost models for index, signature and hybrid methods are derived by taking into account various data organizations accommodating these two factors. Based on our analytical comparisons, the signature and the hybrid indexing techniques are the best choices for power conserving indexing of various data organizations on wireless broadcast
channels.
1 Introduction
Wireless broadcasting is an attractive approach for data
dissemination in a mobile environment since it tackles
both of the bandwidth and power problems [7, lo]. On
one hand, data disseminated through broadcast channels allows simultaneous access by an arbitrary number
of mobile users and thus allows efficient usage of scarce
bandwidth. On the other hand, the mobile computers
consume less battery power when passively monitoring
broadcast channels than actively interacting with the
server by point-to-point communication.
To facilitate efficient data delivery on broadcast channels, scheduling and clustering are frequently used to select and organize data for broadcast. Broadcast scheduling policies determine the content and organization of
data broadcasting based on aggregate user data access
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patterns [l, 2, 3, 111. Clustering for data broadcast is
to place all frames with the same value of a specific
attribute1 consecutively in a broadcast cycle. Clustering allows continuous reception of data with a specific
attribute value.
Power conserving indexing techniques for broadcast
channels, with the basic idea of automizing selective
tuning, has been actively discussed in the literature
[4, 7, 8, 91 in the recent years. Among them, signature and index tree techniques represent two different
classes of broadcast indexing methods for power conservation [7, 81. The basic idea is that, by receiving auxiliary information about the arrival time of the forthcoming data on broadcast channels, a mobile computer
may stay with power saving mode and only selectively
tune in the broadcast channels when the data of interest
actually arrives. However, these early proposals didn’t
take the factors of clustering and scheduling into consideration. In this paper, we re-examine the index tree and
signature methods by taking the clustering factor and
two well known broadcast scheduling policies, namely
broadcast disks and flat broadcast [l], into consideration.
Moreover, we revised the index and signature methods
for improvement where is not appropriate, e.g., we separate the index frames from data frames for the index
method to accurately estimate the index overhead.
In order to obtain an inside of these two index methods, we developed cost formulae based on tune-in time2
and accesstime3 to cover the following organizations on
broadcast channels: : i) flat scheduling and clustered;
ii) flat scheduling and non-clustered; iii) broadcast disk
scheduling and clustered. To our knowledge, this is the
first systematical study on power conserving indexing
techniques which takes both clustering and scheduling
issues into account. Through the analysis and under‘In this paper, we only consider the case of single attribute indexing and clustering.
Issues involving multiple attribute indexing and
clustering are addressed in [6].
‘The period of time spent by a mobile computer staying active in
order to obtain the requested data.
3The average time elapsed from the moment a query is issued to
the moment when all the requested data frames are received.
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ganization4.
Due to some timely events, the client access pattern sometimes shows skewed distributions. In this case,
scheduling data frames in broadcast disks (refer to [l]
for detail) can achieve a better performance in terms of
the accesstime. Therefore, the application of the index
methods to broadcast disks are also addressed in this
paper.
The broadcast disk method has better access time
when the data frames with the same attribute values
are clustered in one of the minor cycles. By receiving
the cluster of data frames together, the mobile computer
can answer the query without continuing to monitor the
rest of broadcast cycle. This can be achieved by placing
all of the data frames with the same indexed attribute
value as a cluster on the same broadcast disk. The
whole cluster of data frames are brought to the broadcast channel as a unit. Depending on speed of broadcast
disk where this cluster is located, these data frames may
appear several times in minor cycles. Thus, the resulting broadcast cycle is different from the completely clustered broadcast cycle. For broadcast scheduling adopting broadcast disks without using clustering, we simply
consider the resulting broadcast cycle as non-clustered.
In that case, broadcast disks loses its advantages compared with flat broadcast. Thus, when we consider index techniques for broadcast disks in the later sections
of this paper, we only consider clustered case. We assume only one broadcast channel since a channel with
large bandwidth is logically the same as multiple channels with combined bandwidth of the same capacity.
Moreover, it reduces overheads of administrating multiple channels. With the same token, we assume that
index information is disseminated on the same broadcast channel. Finally, we assume that updates are only
reflected between cycles. In other words, a broadcast
schedule is determined before a cycle begins.
Table 1: General &stem Parameters
D 1 Number of data frames in a cycle
F 1 Number of distinct data frames in a cvcle
P Average number of packets in a data frame
S Selectivity of query: average number of frames
containing the same attribute value
M
Scattering factor of an attribute, which is the
number of meta segments of the attribute

standing of these two index methods and derivations
of their cost models, we come up naturally with a new
power conserving index, called hybrid index.
Performance evaluation on index tree, signature and
hybrid index have been conducted based on the formulae we developed. While access time measures the
efficiency of access methods and data organizations for
broadcast channels, tune-in time is frequently used to
estimate the power consumption by a mobile computer.
A good power conserving indexing technique has to balance out the index overhead (in terms of access time
increased) and the tune-in time saved.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 gives an informal introduction of the broadcast channels, indexing techniques and system parameters used
in performance evaluation and comparisons. In Section
3, indexing techniques based on index tree and signature methods are re-examined by taking the clustering and scheduling factors into consideration. Section
4 proposes the new hybrid index scheme and develop
corresponding cost models. In Section 5, performance
evaluation of the indexing techniques, in terms of tunein time and access time are presented. Finally, Section
6 concludes the paper.
2

The Data Organization

for Wireless

Broadcast

We assume that a base station is serving the role of
an information server and periodically broadcasts, on
a specific channel, data of popular demands as a series
of data frames to a large client population. The clients
retrieve the frames of their interest off the air by monitoring the broadcast channel. In addition, index frames,
which contain indexing information such as index tree
nodes or signatures, can be inserted into a broadcast
cycle to facilitate selective tuning. Those two types of
frames are usually interleaved for broadcast. Since these
frames is periodically broadcast, a complete broadcast
of these frames is called a broadcast cycle.
Data organizations on broadcast channels have great
impacts on data access efficiency and power consumption. Data frames can be clustered based on attributes.
Based on the results in 171,index tree techniques result
in more efficient access for clustered information than
non-clustered one. In this paper, clustered and nonclustered data organizations are investigated for the
other two index methods, the signature and the hybrid
methods. Generally speaking, a non-clustered data organization can be divided into a number of segments,
called meta segments [7], with non-decreasing or nonincreasing values of a specific attribute. These meta
segments can be considered as clustered and thus the
indexing techniques for clustered data can be applied
to them. To facilitate our study, we use the scattering factor M, the number of meta segments in the data
organization, to model the non-clusterness of a data or-

Table 1 gives the general parameters which describe
the characteristics of a broadcast cycle. The cost models
for the various index methods discussed later in this
paper are derived based on these parameters. Although
the sizes of data frames may vary, we assume frames
to be a multiple of the packet size. Both access time
and tune-in time are measured in terms of number of
packets.
4To simplify
segment size.
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our discussion,

we neglect the variance

of the meta

Classical

3

Indexing

Techniques

the index frame at the beginning of the next data block
and can be estimated as:
((X[h] + L[t + l] - 1) . M . T + F . P
P; =
2. M . qt + l]

for Broadcast

In this section we describe the distributed indexing and
integrated signature techniques because they are the
best methods of their class for single attribute indexing.
The analytical cost models for the access time and the
tune-in time of clustered and non-clustered data broadcast are presented. Moreover, the application of these
index techniques to broadcast disks is also considered.
Due to space constraints, we do not give all the derivations of these cost models. Interested readers may refer
to [5] for more details.
3.1

The

Index

Tree

broadcast, the scattering factor, M =
1 and the expected number of data frames before the
arrival of the desired frames is F/2. The accesstime is:
For a clustered

A&!

t

T
n

P,T+(X{h]+L[t+l]-l).T/F+P).F/2
+S.P

Hereafter A and TN denote the accesstime and tune
time. For a non-clustered
broadcast cycle (M > l),

Techniques

As with a traditional disk-based environment, indextree methods [7] have been applied to data broadcasts
on wireless channels. Instead of storing the locations
of disk records, the arrival time of the clustered data
frames is kept in the leaves of an index tree.
To reduce access time while maintaining a similar
tune-in time for the client, the index tree can be replicated and interleaved with the information. Distribzlted
indexing is actually an index replication and interleaving method. By dividing a broadcast cycle into d data
blocks, an index tree can be broadcasted every i of
the broadcast cycle. However instead of replicating the
entire index tree d times, distributed index only interleaves the part of the index tree which indexes the immediately followed data blocks. The whole index tree
is divided into two parts: replicated and non-replicated
parts.
Table 2: Parameters for Index Tree
h

=

=

A&w

P,T+(X[h]+L[t+l]-1).M.T+F+

The tune-in time for both clustered and non-clustered
broadcast cycle depends on the initial probe, the scanning of index tree, the extra scanning of index tree in
subsequent meta segments, and the retrieval of S data
frames. Thus, the tune-in time of the index technique
is upper bounded by:
TN;

=

(h+l).T+(MfS)+

Broadcast
Disks: Assuming a N broadcast disks system where Fi and fi denote the size and broadcast frequency of disk i, we next derive the cost formulae for
broadcast

disks.

Since data

frames

with

the same at-

tribute values are clustered in one minor cycle, we can
treat each minor cycle of the broadcast disks as a meta
segment5, An index tree can be built for each minor cycle. Similar to flat broadcast, the initial probe period,
the time to reach the index frame at the beginning of
the next data block, can be estimated as:
pBT -_ ((X[h]+L[t+l]-l)GWT+D.P
2 * iv. qt + l]

Height of the whole index tree
Height of the replicated tree part
Number of packets in an index tree node
Number of search keys plus pointers a node holds

Table 2 lists the parameters for the index tree cost
model. The replicated part consists of the upper t levels
of the index tree and each node in that part is replicated
the number of times as the number of its children, while
the non-replicated part consists of the lower (h - t) levels and each node in this part appears only once in a
given broadcast cycle. Since the lower levels of an index
tree take up much more space than the replicated part,
the index overheads can be greatly reduced if the lower
levels of the index tree are not replicated. In this way,
access time can be improved significantly without much
deterioration in tune-in time.
Flat Broadcast:
Let us derive the accesstime and the
tune-in time estimation for flat broadcast first. With
this scheduling policy, each frame is broadcast exactly
once in a cycle. Thus, the number of data frames in
the broadcast, D, is equal to the number of distinct
frames F. The initial probe period is the time to reach

where the number of data frames in the broadcast is
D = Czr Fi . fi and the scattering factor, M, is equal
to the number of minor cycles in the broadcast (i.e., the
LCM of the relative frequencies of the disks). Hence, the
access time for retrieving a data frame from broadcast
disk i is:
A;

=

P,T+((X[h]+L[t+l]-l)%T/D+P)
.D/(2fj) + Se P

Since all the desired data frames are clustered in
one minor cycle, the tune-in time is the same as in flat
broadcast for a clustered broadcast cycle, i.e.,
TN,T=(h+l).T+(l+S)?
‘Note that it is different from the meta segments for a nonclustered flat broadcast, where frames with the same attribute value
may be scattered in several meta segments.
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3.2

The Signature

to accommodate both clustered and non-clustered data
broadcast. For clustered data broadcast, a lot of data
frames can be indexed by one integrated signature. According to Lemma 1, the smaller the number of bit
strings s superimposed into an integrated signature,
the lower the false drop probability. The integrated
signature generated for a clustered broadcast cycle has
the effect of reducing the number of bit strings superimposed. To maintain a similar false drop probability
for a non-clustered broadcast cycle, the number of data
frames indexed by an integrated signature may be reduced. How to determine the number of data frames
for signature generation needs further study.
Flat Broadcast:
Next, we give the access time and
the tune-in time for clustered and non-clustered broadcast cycles [5]. Let SIG be the average signature overhead for each data frame. Then, SIG = R/k.
For clustered
data broadcast, the access time can
be derived as follows:

Technique

Signature methods have been widely used for information retrieval. A signature of a data frame is basically
a bit vector generated by first hashing the values in
the data frame into bit strings and then superimposing
them together [8]. They are broadcast together with
the data frames in every broadcast cycle. A query signature is generated in a similar way based on the query
specified by the user. To answer a query, the client
simply retrieves information signatures from the broadcast channel and then matches the signatures with the
query signature by performing a bitwise AND operation. When the result is not the same as the query signature, the corresponding data frame can be ignored.
Otherwise, there are two possible cases. First, for every bit set in the query signature, the corresponding
bit in the data frame signature is also set. This case
is called true match. Second, the data frame in fact
does not match the search criteria. This case is called
false drop. Obviously the data frames still need to be
checked against the query to distinguish a true match
from a false drop.
The signature technique interleaves signatures with
their associated data frames. By checking a signature,
the mobile computer can decide whether a data frame
contains the desired information. If it doesn’t, the mobile computer turns into doze mode and wakes up again
for the next signature. The primary issue with different
signature methods is the size and the number of levels
of the signatures.
Table 3: Parameters for Signature Scheme
Pf false drop probability for integrated signatures
k
number of data frames indexed by a signature
number of bits in a packet
P
R
the size (number of packets) of a signature

AS,,

(R+k.P)/2+(SIG+P).F/2+S.P

=

and the tune-in time is:
TN&

P/2 + P . (S + k/2) + (R/k + Pf . 2’) . F/2

=

For a non-clustered
&,NC

broadcast cycle,

(R+k.P)/2+SIG-F+P.F-

=

and the tune-in time is:
TN;;jNC

=

P,J2+F-R/k+(k/l.k/2+S++F)-P

Broadcast
Disks:
The access time and tune-in time
for retrieving a data item from disk i can be derived
similarly,
AZ

=

(R + k. I’)/2

+ (SIG + P) - $J Fj . fj/(2fi)
j=l

The number and the size of the signatures and thus
the false drop probability of the signature@ affect tunein time and access time. The false drop probability
may be controlled by the size of the signatures. The
initial probe time is related to the number of signatures
interleaved with the data frames. Table 3 defines the
parameters for signature cost models Estimation of the
false drop probability is given in the following Lemma
PI:

+S.P

TN&

=

P/2+P-(S+k/2)+(R/k+Pf-P)
N

j=l

4

LEMMA
1 (optimal
false drop probability)
Given
the number of packets in a signature, R, the number of
bit strings superimposed into the signature, s, the false
drop probability for the signature is: Pf = 2-R’(p’n2)lS

The integrated signature method is constructed for
a group of consecutive frames and is general enough
‘Each data frame may have different false drop probabilities.
To
simplify the cost model, we use average false drop probability
to estimate the access time and the tune-in time when a large number of
queries are sampled (i.e., many data frames are retrieved).
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The Hybrid

Index Approach

Both the signature and the index tree techniques have
advantages and disadvantages in one aspect or the other.
For example, the index tree method is good for random
data access, while the signature method is good for sequentially structured media such as broadcast channels.
The index tree technique is very efficient for a clustered
broadcast cycle, but the signature method is not affected much by the clustering factor. While the signature method is particularly good for multi-attribute
retrieval, the index tree provides a more accurate and
complete global view of the data frames based on its

For both clustered and non-clustered broadcast cycle with flat broadcast scheduling, the tune-in time primarily depends on the initial probe, the scanning of the
sparse index tree, the signatures filtering and data access in the first located data block 5, the selectivity of
a query S, and the successive data access in the other
M meta segments. Therefore, it is upper bounded by:
TN,H = (t+l)*T+(M+S).P+
signatures in half data block B +
false-drop data frames in half data block B

indexed value. Since the clients can quickly search in
the index tree to find out the arrival time of the desired
data, the tune-in time is normally very short. Since
a signature does not contain global information about
the data frames; it can only help the clients to make a
quick decision on whether the current frame (or a group
of frames) is relevant to the query or not. The filtering
efficiency heavily depends on the false drop probability of the signature. As a result, the tune-in time is
normally high and is proportional to the length of the
broadcast cycle.

For broadcast disks, the access
Broadcast
Disks:
time and tune-in time for hybrid indexing method can
be similarly obtained as follows:
A;
IB

A Broadcast Cycle

PH + (TREE

I

TN,H

5

where the average initial probe time for the index tree
is half of the data block:
+ SIG + P) - D[B]/2

For the non-clustered
broadcast cycle, there is one
sparse index tree for each meta segment. Index tree
technique is applied in each meta segment. Hence, the
expected access time is:
-%vc

=

=

(t+l).T+(l+S)-P+
signatures in half data block B +
false-drop data frames in half data block B

Evaluation

of Index Methods

In this section, we make analytical comparisons of the
access time and the tune-in time of the index tree, the
integrated signature, and the hybrid method. To provide a baseline, data broadcast without indexing (denoted as non-index) is also included. Our comparisons
are based on the cost models developed previously. Independent of the index methods, frames can be broadcast based on scheduling policies such as broadcast disks
or flat broadcast. Thus, there are various combinations
to be considered.
For flat broadcast, each data frame appears once in
a given broadcast cycle. Therefore, the number of data
frames in the broadcast D equals the number of distinct
frames F. For a clustered broadcast cycle (i.e., M = l),
half of a broadcast cycle needs to be scanned before the
desired frames arrive.
For broadcast disks (M=number of minor cycles),
D is greater than F due to frame duplication in the
broadcast cycle. The access time and the tune-in time
on different disks are different and depend on the speed
of that disk. We denote the access probability, the
access time, and the tune-in time for frames on disks
i as Pi, Ai, and T;, respectively. Hence, the estimations for the average access time and tune-in time are
AB = CL, Ai . Pi&id TNB = ELI TNi - pi’

PH+(TREE+SIG+P)P/2+SP

PH = (TREE

Fi . fJ(2fi)

+s-P

slgmdw
of thefauowing/mmc #mup
*

=

+ SIG + P) .e
j=l

Figure 1: The Hybrid of Index Tree and Signature
In this section, we develop a new index method,
called hybrid index, which builds on top of signatures
a sparse index tree to provided global view for data
frames and their corresponding signatures. The index
tree is called sparse because only the upper t levels of
the index tree (the replicated part in distributed index)
are constructed. The key-search pointer node in the t-th
level points to a data block which is a group of consecutive frames following their corresponding signatures.
Figure 1 illustrates a hybrid index. To retrieve information, the client can search the sparse index tree to
obtain the approximate location information about the
desired data frames. Since the size of the upper t levels
of an index tree is usually small, the overhead for this
additional index is very small.
Since the hybrid index technique is built on top of
signature method, it retains all of the advantages that a
signature method has. However, the global information
provided by the sparse index tree improves tune-in time
considerably.
For the clustered
broadcast cycle
Flat Broadcast:
with flat broadcast scheduling, the expected accesstime
for hybrid indexing method is:
A&

=

Table 4: Parameter settings for performance evaluation
F = lo5 to lo6 P = 1000 fi,2,3 =3,2,1
T = 100
M =l to 200
n = 10
p=128
k=4
pl,2,3=
113
N=3
S=l
I-71.2 3 = Fl10,=‘/5,FD

P*+(TREE+SIG+P)-F
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Table 4 lists the parameter values used in the comparisons. We use these parameter values so as to maintain consistency with previous work [7, 81. For some
parameters (i.e., F and M) a range of values has been
used for the sensitivity analysis.
Both a.ccess time and tune-in time are measured in
number of packets and are compared with respect to the
number of distinct frames in a broadcast cycle which is
varied from lo5 to 106. We made the following assumption in the comparisons: a frame has capacity P = 1000
packets and a tree node takes up T = 100 packets which
can contain n = 10 search keys and pointers, the size
of a packet is p = 128 bits, four frames (i.e., k = 4) are
grouped together in an integrated signature, the index
tree is balanced (all leaves are on the same level) and
each node has the same number of children.
Since a
broadcast cycle with selectivity S > 1 is logically equal
to a broadcast cycle with the selectivity S = 1 and the
data frame size S times of the original broadcast cycle.
Thus, in this paper, we only explore the case where the
query selectivity S is 1.
For broadcast disks, we assume that three disks are
adopted (i.e., N = 3). The sizes of fast, medium, and
slow disk are, respectively, l/10, l/2.5, and l/2 of the
total number of frames with relative spin speeds 3, 2,
and 1. The aggregate client access probability
to each
disk is the same (i.e., Pi = l/3, 1 5 i 5 N). Within
each disk, all data frames have equal access probability.
Therefore, the access probability for each data frame is
inversely proportional
to the size of the disk where the
data frame is located. For a non-clustered broadcast
cycle, we vary the scattering factor M (i.e., from 1 to
200) to examine its impact on the performance of the
index methods.
In what follows, we will evaluate the access time, and
tune-in time of index methods for clustered and nonclustered broadcast cycles. For the clustered broadcast
cycle, we consider both of the broadcast disks and flat
broadcast as broadcast scheduling policies while for the
non-clustered broadcast cycle, we only consider the flat
broadcast scheduling.

5.1

The Clustered

In this section we evaluate the performance of the
index methods for a clustered broadcast cycle. To make
the figures clear, the y coordinate is in log-scale and the
access time is the overhead with respect to non-index
for broadcast disk schedule.
Generally, for any broadcast schedules and indexing
methods, the non-index for broadcast disks gives the
shortest access time which is proportional to the size of
a broadcast cycle (refer to Figure 2). For any particular
indexing methods, the access time for broadcast disks
(denoted with BD in the figures) is always much better
than that for flat broadcast because of the skewed client
access pattern.
When we consider flat broadcast only, the access
time for the signature and the hybrid methods is similar
to the non-index method as indicated by the overlapped
curves in Figure 2; while the access time for the index
tree gives an obviously worse access time. Compared
with the non-index, the index overhead for the index
methods (especially the signature and the hybrid methods) does not deteriorate the access time much for a
clustered broadcast cycle.
For broadcast disks, due to index overhead, all three
index methods give a worse access time than the nonindex BD. The signature method performs better than
the hybrid and the tree methods. Since the index tree
is replicated in every minor cycle, its index overhead for
broadcast disks is the highest. The broadcast cycle for
broadcast disks is longer than that for flat broadcast.
Moreover, the longer the broadcast cycle, the higher
the index overhead. As a result, the access time difference between the indexing methods and the non-index
method for broadcast disks is much larger than that for
flat broadcast.
1 e+09

2
i=

1 e+O6

Broadcast Cycle
1000
2.0
1.0
Number

4.0
of Frames

Figure 3: Tune-in
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Next, we consider the tune-in time of the index methods. Figure 3 shows that the curves representing the
tune-in time of broadcast disks and flat broadcast are
overlapped for both the index tree and the hybrid methods. The non-index methods give much worse results
than the index methods. This suggests that indexing
can improve client tune-in time considerably. If we focus on the index methods only, the index tree method

I
10.0
Frames)

Figure 2: Access Time Overhead for a Clustered

6.0
in a Cycle
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gives the best tune-in time and the signature method
has the worst tune-in time. Broadcast disks can also
improve the tune-in time of some index methods. For
example, the broadcast disks improve the tune-in time
of the non-index and the signature methods.
In summary, when a broadcast cycle is clustered
based on an attribute, then the index tree scheme shows
the best performance in terms of tune-in time, while the
signature method has the best accesstime performance.
The hybrid method performance pretty well in both criteria. Moreover, our comparisons show that the broadcast disks approach can improve both the access time
and the tune-in time when the client access patterns are
skewed, although the improvement for the tune-in time
is not as significant as that for the access time.
5.2

The Non-Clustered

Broadcast
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Cycle

In this section, we evaluate how these index methods
perform with a non-clustered broadcast cycle (i.e., M >
1). We first fix the number of frames in a cycle to 105
and vary M from 1 to 200 to examine the influence
of scattering factor on the system performance. Later,
we will show the index performance against the size
of a broadcast cycle. In our comparisons, the access
time overhead is obtained with respect to the non-index
method.

possible arrival of the desired frames, the major advantage of the index tree and the hybrid methods, namely,
short tune-in time, disappears when M is greater than
33. Similar to the accesstime, there is no impact on the
signature method for the tune-in time when the scattering factor changes. This suggests that the index tree
and the hybrid methods are not applicable to a broadcast cycle with large scattering factor.
Next, we vary the size of broadcast cycle to see how
these index methods act. In the following comparisons,
we assume that the broadcast cycle is non-clustered
with a scattering factor set to 100. Figure 6 shows
that, similar to the clustered broadcast cycle, the access time of index tree method is much worse than that
of the other two index methods. The signature method
adds the least access time overhead to the non-index
baseline.
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Figures 4 shows that the scattering factor has a great
impact on the access time of the index tree method.
Since there is an index tree corresponding to every meta
segment, the index tree overhead increases rapidly as M
is increased. For the hybrid method, the number of the
sparse index trees equals M. However, the sparse index
tree overhead is very small and the initial probe time
for index tree node decreases as M is increased. Hence,
the accesstime of the hybrid method is not proportional
to M. As the flat curve indicates, M has almost no
influence on the signature method.
Figure 5 shows that the tune-in time of the index
tree and the hybrid methods goes up quickly as M is increased, while the tune-in of the signature index method
remains the same. Since both the index tree and the hybrid methods need to probe each meta segment for the
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On the other hand, Figure 7 shows that, unlike the
clustered cycle, the tune time of the index tree and
hybrid methods is not always better than the signature method. For small broadcast cycle (i.e., less than
4 x 105), the signature methods have the best tune-in
time than the other two methods. When the length of
a cycle increases, due to false drops, the tune-in time
of the signature method increases quickly and becomes
worse than the other methods again. As in the case of
clustered cycle, the tune-in time of the hybrid method
and the index tree method has the same relationship
(i.e., the former is always a little bit worse than the
latter one).
Considering both of the clustered and non-clustered
broadcast cycles, we observe that the tune-in time of
the signature schemes is proportional to the size of the
broadcast cycle, while the other two methods always
have almost the same tune-in time regardless of the size
of the broadcast cycle. The reason is that the size of
the index tree can be adjusted automatically according
to the size of the broadcast cycle F and the height of
the index tree h, which is the only factor affecting the
tune-in time, increases very slowly (nh = F).
We can conclude from our comparisons that the signature method is good for non-clustered data broadcast
and that the hybrid method, though not as good as the
signature method, performs very well under various situations. The index tree method not suitable for nonclustered data, especially with high scattering factor.
6
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